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The historical civilization of China is, with the Indian and the European-Semiric,
one of the three greatest in the world, yet only in recent years has any enqurry
been begun into its contributions ro science and technology. Apart from the great
ideas and systems of the Greeks, between the first and the frfreenth centuries the
Chinese, who experienced no "dark ages," were generally much in advance of
Europe; and not until the scientific revolution of the late Renaissance did Europe
draw rapidly ahead. Before that time, however, the West had been profoundly
affected not only in its technical processes but in its very social structures and
changes by discoveries and inventions emanating from China and East Asia. Not
only the three which Lord Bacon listed @rinting, gunpowder and the magnetic
compass) but a hundred others-mechanical clockwork, the casting of iron, stir-
rups and efficient horse-harness, the Cardan suspension and the pascal triangle,
segmental-arch bridges and pound-locks on canals, the stem-post rudder, fore-
and-aft sailing, quantitative cartography-all had their effects, sometimes earth-
shaking effects, upon a Europe more socially unstable.

Why, then, did modern science, as opposed ro ancient and medieval science
(with all that modem science implied in terms of political dominance), develop
only in the Westem world? Nothing but a careful analysis, a veritable titration, of
the cultures of East and West will eventually answer this question. Doubtless
many factors of an intellectual and philosophical character played their part, but
there were certainly also importanr social and economic causes which demand
investigation.

In what follows an artempt *,,t * ;;" ;. describe some of the elements of
strength and weakness in the growth and development of the indigenous Chinese
tradition of science and invention, in conrrast with that of Europe.

Both East and West had strengths 
""0 

*""U"**, now well discemible as we
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look back along the course which man's knowledge of nature and control of
nature took in the diverse regions of the Old World.

First of all it is essential a 0"0". ,n" di'ff"r"rra", b",*""n ancient and medi-
eval science on the one hand, and modem science on the other. I make an rmoor_
tant disrinction between the two. When we say that modem science developed
only in Western Europe ar the time of Galileo in the late Renaissance, we mean
surely thar there and then alone there developed the fundamental bases of the
structure of the natural sciences as we have them today, namely the application
of mathematical hypotheses to Nature, the full understanding and use of the
experimental method, the distincrion berween primary and secondary qualities,
the geometrisarion of space, and the acceptance of the mechanical model of real_
ity. Hypotheses of primitive or medieval type distinguish themselves quite
clearlyfrom those of modem type. Their intrinsic and essential vagueness always
nade them incapable of proof or disproof, and they were prone to combine in
fanciful systems of gnostic correlation. ln so far as n,.,-eiical fiqures entered
into them, numbers were manipulated in forms of '.r,umeroloqyi' or number_
mysticism constructed a, piori, nor employed as rhe sruff of q,ianrrtatt,re mea-
surements compared a postiori. We know rhe primirive and medieval Westem
scientific theories, the four Aristotelian elements, the four Galenical humours,
the doctrines of pneumatic physiology and pathology, the sympathies and antip_
athies of Alexandrian proto-chemistry , the tia prima of the alihemisrs, and rhe
natural philosophies of the Kabbala. We tend to know less well the corresDond-
ing theories of other civilizations, for instance the Chinese theory of the two
fundamental forces Yin and Yang, or rhar o[ rhe five elemenrs, or rhe elaborate
system of the symbolic correlations. In the West Leonardo da Vinci, with all his
brilliant inventive genius, still inhabited this world; Galileo broke throush its
walls. This is why it has been said that Chinese science and technology remained
until late times essentially Vincian, and that the Galilean break-throug;h occurred
only in the West. That is the first of our starting-points.

Until it had been universalized by its fusion wirh mathematics, natural sci_
ence could not be the common properry of all mankind. The sciences of the
medieval world were tied closely to the ethnic environments in which they had
arisen, and it was very difficult, if not impossible, for the people of those differ_
ent cultures to find any common basis of discourse. fhit Jid not mean that
rnventions of profound sociological impotance could not diffuse freely from
one civilization to another-mostly in fact from east to west. But the mutual
incomprehensibiliry of the ethnicaily-bound concept systems did severely re-strict possible contacts and rransmissions in the realm of scientific ideas. This
is why technologrcal elemenrs spread widely through the length and breadth ofthe Old World, while scienrific elements for the most part iailed to do so.

Nevertheless the difterent civilizarions did have scientific inrerchanses ofgreat importance. Ir i. 'urely quite t lear by now r hat in I he hi\tory of rqiqnc"e .116
technology rhe Old World must be thought of as a whole. Even Africa may have



been within its circuir. Bur when this oecumenical view is taken, a great paradoxpresenrs irself. Why did modern science, the mathe.nati.ailo., of hypothesesabout Nature, with all its implications for 
"drr".";;;.il;i;;y]rut" it, _"t"o.i.ri>e only in the wesr ar the rime of Galiteol Thi, i, ;;; ;;"ri oiu,ou, qu"r,ionwhich many have asked but few have anrrv"."a. y.i,i"r. irlnlin". *frt.f, i, ot

:::r:^:-qf]llp.""nce Why was it th"t b"t-""n th" s".onJ.".,-tu.y 
"... "r,a,r,"srxteenth century A.D. East Asian culture was much more efficient than the Euro_pean Wesr in applying human knowledge of Nature to ,rr"iui pu.por"rt O.ly ur,analysis of the social and economic structures of Eastem and WJstem cultures,not forgetting the great role of systems of ideas, witl in-thelni ,r,gg"r, 

"n ".pfu_nadon of both these things.

The Face of Science and Technology in Traditional China

Before the river of Chinese science flowed, like all other such rivers, into this seaof modem science, there had been remarkable achievements in mathemarics.Decimal place-value and a blank space for the zero n"a i.g". i" in. ru"a ,r ,rr"Yellow River earlier rhan anywhere else, u"d d".i_;a;;,;ilgi'n;a gon. 
"ro.,gwith it. By the first century B.c. Lhrnese artisans were checking their work withsliding calipers decimauy graduated. Chinese "r"rh;;;:;;;';;lit *u, ur*uy,proloundly algebraic, nor qeometrical, and in the SG;;;;;T;" (tweltrh tofourteenrh cenruries e.o.)ihe Chinese school led the world in the solution ofequations, so thar the triangle called by pascal.s name *"s J.."ay ofa ir, Ct i.r"il 

^ " 1399 
We_often find exampr", orir,ir ro.t; tr," ;yr;;;il;:d 

""d 
pivotedrinss which we know as the Caidan suspenri.; _r;'.;;;;;ii'iiio ,r, ar,,,," 

"thousand years before Cardan's time. A, ro. 
"r,.ono.nf, 

i,r""a,oiii ,"y ,r,u, ,r,"chinese were the most persistent and 
"..u."," oir"_J.r'oiJ"l^,r/t prr"rro_.nuanywhere belore the Renaissance. Althougt g"orn"J."ipiun'""t'if il"o.y aia ,rotdevelop among them they concejved ,,i "ir,sh;"J .:"1,,,";;]'."pp"a ,h"heavens using our modem co-or,

novae and mlteors st'r,,"r, ;":.:i1.oi:i"-:fj fi lj_iil:"Tl::::,:il":brilliant development of astronomical instruments 
"Ll "i.".r"0,'irruding theinvention of the equatorial mounting and the clock_drilr", 

"J'rf,'-i, 
i"u.toprn"n,was in close dependence upon thecontemporary capabilities of the Chinese engi_neers. Their skill affected also other ,.i"n."r ru.ti 

"r- 
l"lr_"frgrlfo. t, *", 

"
".*,ff'^:Ji1t"t 

*ience, chang Hdng, who u,iii ir," n,,i i,".'tic%'seismograph

Three branches of physics we

"'"ai",,"i c-iinu 
jor;i.ff;:#':"1"H$:l'JJ:,li,l";""ir, j:;Lff :.il,#jwith the West where mechanics and dyn"amics ;;;;";;;;;';;anced butrnagnetic phenomena almost unkn

Ioundty perhaps in the qreat o.oi]t^-t:.t^!ltT 
and Europe. differed most pro-

;u,, ^' c'r,i,.,i".*;;ffi #ii_TJ:,H,""T'll,'il".,1*l'J""#l,:Ji, :.;
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Chinese physics was faithful to a prorotypic wave theory and perennially averse
to atoms. One can even trace such contrasts in preferences in the field of ensi_
neering, for whenever an engineer in classical China could mount a wheel hoii_
zontally he would do so, while our forefathers preferred vertical mounnnqs_
water-mills and wind-mills are typical examples.

A pattern which we very often find in comparing China's achievements with
those of Europe is that while the Chinese of the Chou, Chhin and Han, conrem-
porary with the Greeks, did not rise to such heights as they, nevertheless in later
cenruries there was nothing in China which corresponded to the period of the
Dark Ages in Europe. This shows itselfrather markedly in the sciences ofgeogra-
phy and cartography. Although the Chinese knew of discoidal .osmogr"phi.
world-maps, they were never dominated by them. euantitative .".togr"phy b"_
gan in China with Chang H€ng and phei Hsiu about the rime when ptolemy,s
work was falling into oblivion, indeed soon afrer his death, but it conrinued
steadily with a consistent use o[ the recrangular grid right down to the coming o[
the Jesuits in the seventeenth century A.D. The Chinese were also very earlv in
the field with advanced survey methods and the making of relief maps. In rhe
geological sciences and in meteorology the same pattem presents itself.

Mechanical engineering and indeed engineering in general was a field in
which classical Chinese culture scored special triumphs. Both the forms of effi_
cient hamess for equine animals-a problem of linkwork-oriqinated in the Chi_
nese culture-area, and there also water-power was first used ior inJustry about
the same rime as in the West (first century e.u.); not, however, so much for
grinding cereals as for the operation of metallurgical bellows. The developmenr
of iron and steel technology in China constitutes a veritable epic. with the mas_
tery of iron-casting some fifteen centuries before its achievemenr in Furope. Con_
trary to the usual ideas, mechanical clockwork began not in early Renarssance
Europe but in Thang China, in spite of the highly agrarian character of East Asian
civilization. Civil engineering also shows many extraordinary achievemenrs, no_
tably iron-chain suspension bridges and the first of all segmenral arch strucrures,
the magnificent bridge buik by Li Chhun in A.D. 610. Hydraulic engincenng was
always prominent in China on account of the necessity of control of *aterways
for river conservation (defence against flood and droughQ, irrigation, and tax-
grarn transPoft.

^ In maftial technology the Chinese also showed notable inventiveness. The
hrst appearance of gunpowder occurs among them in the ninth century a.o., and
trom 

^.D. 
1000 onwards there was a vigorous development of explosive weapons

some three centuries before they appeared in Europe. probably the key invention
'was that of the firelance at the beginning of the rwelfth century ,r.o., in which a
rocket composition enclosed in a bamboo tube was used as a close-combat
weapon. From this derived, I have little doubt, all subsequent barrel guns and
cannon of whatever material constructed. Other aspects of technology also have
their importance, especially that of silk in which the Chinese excelLd so early.
Here the mastery of a textile fibre ofextremely long staple appears to have led to
the first development of technical devices so important as ihe driving-belt and



the chain drive. tt is atso possible to show that the first appearance of the stan_oaro methocl ol converting rotary to longitudinal motion ii found rn connexionwith later forms of the metallurgical blowing_engine .efe..J to uboroe. I -,rstpass over orher well-known inventions such as the development of paper, block_priruing and movable-type printing, or the asronishing story of porcelain.
There was no backwardness in the biological freldl either, ,ii h.r" *" fi.d

many agricultural inventions arising from an early time. As in other subjects, we
have texts which para el those oI the Romans such as Va.ro 

"J iol r-eu" fro-
a similar period. If space permitted-, one could take examples from plant protec_tion which would include the earliest known use of the blological control of
rnsect pests. Medicine is a field which aroused the interests of thi Chinese in all

lgll_ll-d.lhl.l 
was d"eveloped by rheir >pecial genius along lines perhaps more

ornere.nt trom those ol Europe than in any other case. t think thai I can do nomore }ere- than refer simply to on" ,"-rikrbl" fact, namely thai the Chlnese

:"^.:_f,:: 
t::i rhe prejudice-againsr mineral remedies whic( was so striking inrne wesr; rhey needed no paracelsus to awaken rhem from their Galenical

slumbers for_in these they had never participated. They were also the greatest
pioneers of the techniques of inoculation.

Contrasts between China and the West

L€t us come now to the further examination of some of rhe great conrrasts towhich I have already referred. ln the firsr place it can b" ,ho;;l; great detailthat rhe philosophid peren^is of china was an o.guni. -u*iuti.r* This can beillustrated from the pronouncements of philosopi"r, 
"rra 

,.i-"*ii. thinkers ofevery epoch. The mechanical view of tht world simply did not Jevelop in Chi_nese thought, and the organicist view in which 
".,r"ry 

ph"rro_lnur, was con_nected ur'irh every other according to hierarchical o.j"i *u, uiilr"."al among
Chinese thinkers. Nevertheless thi; did not prevent the apfearui,." of g.""t ,.ientific inventions such as the seismograph, to which we h"r]" 

"i.""a" 
,"f"...a. I.,some respects this philosophy of Nature may even have helped. Ii *u" not ,ostrange or surprising that the lodestone should point to the pole if one was al_ready convinced rhat rhere was an organic pattem in the cosmos. It, as is trulythe case, the Chinese were worrying about tn" _ugn"ti. J"afi*tion beforeEuropeans even knew of the polarity, that *", p"rhnfr, U.."u""-ii"y *"r. un_troubled by the idea that for action to occur ir was necessary for one discreteobject to-have_an impact upon anorher; in o,t", *ordr, ,-f*i J"." i.,.tin"a apriori,to fi,eld theories, and rhis predilection may very *"tt 

"iio "..oun, 
to, tt 

"racr rnat they aniv€d so early at a correct conception of the cause of sea tides.One may find remarkable statements, as early as the S"rl Xuo f..ioa, of 
".tion 

ata disrance taking place without any physical contact 
"..*r'ulr,-Liraur,.", orspace.

Again, as we have said, Chinese mathematical thought and practice was in_
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variably algebraic, not geometrical. No Euclidean geometry spontaneously devel-
oped among them, and this was doubtless inhibitory for the advances they were
able to make in optics, where however, incidentally, they were never handi_
capped by the rather absurd Greek idea that rays were sent forth by the eye.
Euclidean geometry was probably brought to China in the yuan (Mongot; period
but did not take root until the arrival of the Jesuits. Nevertheless all this did not
pr€vent the successful realization of great engineering inventions-we have
mentioned two already, the most useful method of interconversion of rotary and
recrilinear motion by means of eccentric, connecting-rod and pisron-rod; and the
successful achievement of rhe oldest form of mechanical clock. What this in_
volved was the invention of an escapement, namely a mechanical means ofslow-
ing down the revolution of a set of wheels so that it would keep time with
humanity's primary clock, the apparent diurnal revolution of the heavens. ln this
connexion it is interesting to find that Chinese pracdce was not, as might at first
sight be supposed, purely empirical. The successful erection of the great clock_
tower of Su Sung at Khaif€ng in,r.o. 1088 was preceded by the elaboration of a
special theoretical treatise by his assistant Han Kung-Lien, which worked out the
rrains of gears and general mechanism from first principles. Something of the
same kind had been done on the occasion o[ the first invention of this kind of
clock by l-Hsing and Liang Ling-Tsan early in the eighth century r.o., six centu-
ries before the first European mechanical clocks wirh rheir verge-and-foliot es-
capements. Moreover, though China had no Euclid, that did not prevenr rhe
Chinese from developing and consistently employing the astronomical co-
ordinates which have completely conquered modem astronomy and are unrver-
sally used today, nor did it prevent their consequent elaboration of the equatorial
mounting, although there was nothing but a sighting-tube, and as yet no tele-
scope, to put in it.

Thirdly, there is rhe wav€-panicle antithesis. The prototypic wave theory
with which the Chinese concemed themselves from the Chhin and Han onwards
was connected with the eremal rise and fall of the two basic natural principles,
the Yang and Yin. From the second century A.D. onwards atomistic theorres were
introduced to China time after time, especially by means of the Buddhist contacts
with lndia, but they never took any root in Chinese scientific culture. All the
same this lack of particulate theory did nor prevent the Chinese from curious
achievements such as the recognition of rhe hexagonal sysrem of snowflake crys-
tats many centuries before this was noticed in the West. Nor did it hinder them
from helping to lay the foundation ofknowledge of chemical af6nity, as was done
in some of the alchemical tractates of the Thang, Sung and yuan. There the
absence of particulate conceprions was probably less inhibitory than it otherwise
might have been, because ir was only after all in the post-Renaissance period in
Europe that these theodes became so fundamental for the rise of modern chem-
lstry.

- I should not want to disagree ahogether with the idea that the Chinese were a
tundamentally practical people, inclined to distrust all theories. One must be-
ware, however, of carrying rhis too far, because the Neo-Confucian school in the



eleventh, twelfth and thirt€enth cenruries A.D._achieved a wonderful philosophi_
cal synthesis strangely paraller in time with the scholastic ,fn,u"rr, or r.,.op".
One might also say that the disinclination of the Chinese ;; 

";;;g" in rheory,
especially geometrical theory, brought advantages *ith it. Fo. e*imple, Chinese
astronomers did nor reason abour the heavens like Eudoxus or ptolemy but they
did,avoid the conception of crystalline celestial sphe.es l"hich dominated medi_
eval Europe. By a strange paradox, when Matteo Ricci came to china at the end
of the sixreenth century A.D. he mentioned in one of his letters a number of the

P:]':l 'j:": enrertained by the chinese, among which p.o;i;;;iy figured the
racr that rhey do not believe in crystalline celestial spheres.,: it was not long
before the Europeans did not either. Moreover, tt i, t rrda-ent"t fracticality did
not imply an easily satisfied mind. Very careful experimentation was practised in
classical Chinese culture. For example the discovery of magnetic declination
would not have occurred unless the geomancers had teen attlnding mosr care-fully to the positions of their needres, and the triumphs of the a.r"-r., rna,rrt.y
could never have been achieved without fairly accurate ,"-p"r",ur" 

^"rrura_.:ll 
"ld the means of repetition ar will of oxidizing or .eiucing conditions

within the kilns. The fact that relarively lirrle writren ,i"r".t"i lorrl'e.ntng tt 
"retechnical details has come down to us springs from social factors which pre_

vented the publication of the records- which ihe higher artisans certainly kept.
Enough_remains,-either by title, like the Mu Ching frimberwork Manual) which
we shall speak of again, or in MS. form, like the iuiien ship*righir, manual, toshow that this literature existed.

The Old World Origins of the New Science

Now I should like to return ro the question raised at rhe beginning, and go a lirtle
funher into the distinction between modern science on th" ?r," f ,u]l4'unO 

"rrai"n,and medieval science on the other. I shall thus have to d"rl ,orn"rvi"t more tullywith certain points that have already been touched upon. As thecontributions of
:I:,T:'_tl'1.*'"ns are progressively uncovered by res""..tr, -.pp"r,ng,"rr_qency seeks to preserve European uniqueness by exalting unduly the.ole of the
Greeks and claiming that not only modern r.ie.,.e, bui,.i""J"'ur such, was
characteristic of Europe, and of Europe only, from the very beginning. For thesethinkers the application of Euclidean deducrive geomeri ,o'-,t 

"'irprur,",ionof planetary motion in the ptolemaic sysre- constiruted 
"i.""ay 

,t 
" -"..o* or

science, which the Renaissance did no more than propagate. Th; counterpart olthis is a determined effort to show that att ,.i"rrti^nc"a"ro"ioo_"rr,, ,r, norr_European civilizations were really nothing bur technology.
For example, our most leamed medievalist has receiily *ritten:

lTl.j:::-" is.*" 
*" technolo8icat achievemenrs of ancienr Babylonia, Assyrra,

ano tgypt. ol ancieni China and India. as 5( holars have presented thenr ru usthey lack the essential elements of science, ,t 
" 

g""".^tir"'j .o;."o,ron. of ra"
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entific explanation and of mathernatical proof. h seems to me that it was rhe
Greeks who invented natural sci€nce as we know it, by their assumption o[ a
permanent, uniform, abstract order and laws by means of which the regular
changes observed in the world could be explained by deduction, and by rheir
brilliant idea of the generalized use ofscientific theory tailored according ro rhe
principles of non-contradicrion and rhe empirical test. lt is this essential Greek
idea of scientific explanarion, "Euclidean" in logical form, that has introduced
the main problems of scientifrc method and philosophy of science with which
the Western scientific tradition has been concemed.r

Again in a recent inreresting and stimularing survey entitl€d Science since
Babylon we read'.

What is the origin of the peculiarly scientific basis of our own high civilization?
. . . Of all limited areas, by far the most highly developed, most recognizably
modem, yet most continuous province of scientific leaming, was mathematical
astronomy. This is the mainstream rhar leads through the work of Galileo and
Kepler, through the gravirarion theory of Newton, directly to the labours of
Einstein and all mathematical physicists past and present. ln compadson, all
other parts of modem science appear derivative or subsequent; either they
drew their inspiration directly from the successful sufnciency of mathematical
and logical explanarion for asrronomy, or they developed larer, probably as a
result of such inspirarion in adjacent subj€crs. ... Our civilization has p(r-
duced not merely a high inrellectual grasp of science but also a high scientific
technology. By rhis is meanr something disrinct from the background noise of
the low rechnology that all civilizarions and societies have evolved as part of
their daily life. The various crafts of the primitive indusrrial chemisrs, of the
metallurgisrs, ofthe medical men, ofthe agriculturists-all rhese might become
highly developed withour presaging a scienti6c or industrial revolution such as
we have experienced in the past three or four centuries.,

Even the distinguished and enlightened author ofScience in History writes (in
correspondence):

The chief weakness of Chinese science lay precisely in the 6eld which most
interested them, namely astronomy, because they never developed rhe Greek
geometry, and perhaps even more important, the Greek geometrical way of
seeing things which provided the Renaissance wirh irs main intellectual
weapon for the breakthrough. Insread they had only the exrremely precise re-
cun:ence methods deriving from Babylonian astronomy, and these, on account
of their exactitude, gave them a frctitious feeling of understanding astronomical
phenomena.3

Finally the author of a noted book, The Edge of Objectiity, says:

Albert Einsrein once remark€d that there is no dif8culty in understanding why
China or lndia did nor creare science. The problern is rather why Europe did,
for science is a most arduous and unlikely underraking. The answer lies in
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Greece. Ultimately science derives from the legacy of Greek philosophy. The

Egyptians, it is true, developed suiveying techniques and conducted certain

surgical operations with notable finesse. The Babylonians disposed of numeri
cal devices of great ingenuity for predicting th€ patterns of the planets But no

Oriental civilization graduated beyond technique or thaumaturgy to curiosity

about things in general. Of all the triumphs of the speculative genius of Greece,

the most unexpected, the most truly novel, was Precisely its rational conc€p_

tion of the cosmos as an orderly whole working by laws discoverable in
thou8ht....{

The statement of Einstein here referred to is contained in a now famous letter
which he sent to J. E. Switzer of San Mateo, Califomia, in 1953 lt runs:

Dear Sir.
The development of westem science has been based on two Srear achieve-

ments, the invention of the formal logical system (in Euclidean geometry) by

the Greek philosophers, and the discovery of the possibility of finding our

causal relationships by systematic experiment (at the Renaissance) In my opin-

ion one need not be astonished that the Chinese sages did not make these steps.

The astonishing thing is that these discovedes were made at all.
Sincerely yours,
Albert Ernstein.

It is very regrettable that this Shavian epistle with all its lightness of touch is

now being pressed into service to belittle the scientific achievements of the non-

European civilizations. Einstein himself would have been the first to admit that
he knew almost nothing concrete about the development of the sciences in the

Chinese, Sanskrit and Arabic cultures except that mod€ln science did not develop

in them, and his great reputation should not be brought forward as a witness in
this court. I find myself in complete disagreement with all these valuations and it
is necessary to explain briefly why.

First, these definitions of mathematics are far too narrow. lt would of course

be impossible to deny that one o[ the most fundamental elements in Galileo's

thinking was the g€ometrical study of kinematic problems. Again and again he

praises the power ofgeometry as opposed to "logic." And geometry remained the
primary tool for studying the problems of physical motion dovr'n to the early
nineteenth century. But vast though the significance of deductive geometry was,

its proo[s never exhausted the power of the mathematical art. Although we speak

of the Hindu-Arabic numerals, the Chinese were in fact the first, as early as the

fourteenth century s.c., to be able to express any desired number, however large,
with no more than nine signs. Chinese mathematics, developing the earlier Baby-

lonian tradition, was always, as t have already said, overwhelmingly arithmedcal
and algebraical, generating such concepts and devices as those of decimal place-

value, decimal fractions and decimal metrology, negative numbers, indeter-
minate analysis, the method of finite differences, and the solution of higher
numerical equations. Very accurate values of n were early computed. The Han
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mathematicians anticipated Homer's^method for obtaining the roots of higher
powers. The triangle of binomial-coefficients, as we have ,"""n, *u, already !on_
sidered old in the Ssu yuan yit Chien of Lo. 1303. Indeed in the thirteenth and
fourteenth cenruries A.D. the Chinese algebraists were in the forefiont of advance
as their Arabic counterparts had been in previous centuries, and so also the In_
dian mathematicians when they originateJ trigonometry (as we know it) nearly a
thousand years earlier. To say thar whateve. algebra was needed by Vieta and by
Newton they could easily have invented themselves may be uncritical genius_
worship, bur it is rvorse, it is unhistorical, for the influence of Asian ways of
computation on European mathematicians of the later Middle Ages and the Re_
naissance is well established. And when the rransmissions are eximined the bal_
ance shows that between 250 s.c. and ,r.o. 1250, in spite of all China,s isolations
and inhibitions, a great deal more mathemarical influence came our or that cul-
ture than went in

Moreover the astronomical application of Euclidean geomerry in the ptol-
emarc system was not all pure gain. Apart from rhe fact (which iome of these
writers uraccountably seem to forget) that the resulting il,nthesis was in fact
objectively wrong, it ushered the westem medieval worii into the prison of the
solid_crystalline celestial spheres-a cosmology incomparably moie nai.ve and
b.orni tln 

1!e infinite empty spaces of the Chinese hunlrhien schJ o. the rela_
tivistic Buddhisr philosophers. It is in fact importanr to realize that Chinese
thoughr on the world and its history was over and over again more boldly imagi_
native than that ofEurope. The basic principles of Huttorian geology were stated
by Shen Kua in the late eleventh century e.o., but this was only 

" 
.Jrint".p"rt of aPlutonian theme, recurring since the founh century ,r.D., thar ;f the sang rhie,r or

mountains which had once been at the bottom of the sea. Indeed the idea of an
evolutionary process, involving social as well as biological change, was com_
monly.entertained by Chinese philosophers and scienrific"ally interelted scholars,
even though sometimes rhoughr of in terms of a succession of world renewars

:?'l:Lflg 
tn. .i,":trophes and dissolutions assumed in rh e recurrent mahahalpas

ol lndran specularion. One can see a striking echo of this open_mindedness in the

::]:']i:t:T made,by I-Hs.ing about r,.v. T2l conceming the date o[ the last gen_eral conjunction. He made it come out to 96,961,740 years before_rather adifferent scale from ".100,1 B.c. at six o'clock in the evening.,,

^, 
Third_ty. the implied definitions ofscience are also rnuchioo narrow. tt is truemat mechanics was the pioneer among the modem sciences, the .,mechanistic,,

paradigm \i/hich all the other sciences sought to imitare, and emphasis on Greekdeductive geometry as its base is so farjustifiable. nut thut ls noi the same thingas saying that geomenical kinematics is all that science is. Modem science itself,,d5 not remained within these Cartesian bounds, for field theory in physics andorganic 
.conceprions in brology have deeply modified the eariier inechanisticworto-prcture. Here knowledse of magnetic phenomena was all_important, and

lI:. ** l tlpically Clinese iift to ru.ope. Akhough we do not kn6w the way,stations. rhrough which it came. irs prioriry of rime i such as to place the burdenuI proor on rhose who would wish to believe in an independeni discovery. The
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fact is that science has many aspects other than geometrical theorizing. To begin
with, it is nonsense to say that the assumption of a permanent, uniform, abstract
order and laws by means of which the regular changes in the world could be

explained, was a purely Greek invention. The order of Nature was for the ancient

Chinese the Tao, and as a chhang Tao it was an "unvarying Way." "Every natural
phenomenon," says the fourth-century a.c. Chi Ni Tzu book, "the product of Yin
and Yang, has its fixed compositions and motions with regard to other things in
the network of Nature's relationships." "Look at things," wrote Shao Yung in the
eleventh century e.o., "from the point of view of things, and you will see their
true nature; look at things from your o\fln point of view, and you will see only
your own feelings; for nature is neuffal and clear, while feelings are prejudiced

and dark." The organic pattern in Nature was for the medieval Chinese the Li,
and ir was mirrored in every subordinate whole as one or another wu li of par-
ticular things and processes. Since the thought of the Chinese was in all ages

profoundly organic and impersonal they did not envisage laws of a celestial law-
giver-but nor did the Greeks, for it is easily possible to show that the full con-
ception of Laws of Nature attained definitive status only at the Renaissance.

what the Chinese did do was to classify natural phenomena, to develop sci-
entific instruments of great refinement for their respective ages, to observe and
record with a persistence hardly paralleled elsewhere, and if they failed (like all
medieval men, Europeans included) to apply hypotheses of modern type, they
experimented century after century obtaining results which they could repeat at
will. When one recites this list of the forrns of scientific activity it becomes dim-
cult to see how anyone could deny them their status as essential components of
fully developed world science, biological and chemical as well as astronomical
and physical, if it was not in the interest of some instinctive parti pris.

Elaborating, hho hsiieh, the traditional and current Chinese term for science,

means "classification knowledge." The first star catalogues, probably pre-
Hipparchan, open its story in China. It is then exemplified in the long series of
rational pharmacopceias which begins with the second-century e.c. Shen Nung
PAn Tshao.It helped to lay the basis of our knowledge of chemical affinity in the
theories of polarities (i) and categories (ei) found in treatises such as the fifth-
century A.D. Tshan Thung Chhi Wn Hsiang Lei Pi Yao. If systematic classifications
of parhelic phenomena in the heavens (Chin 5hu), and of the diseases of men and
animals on earth (Chu Shih Ping Yuan), were worked out a full thousand years

before Scheiner and Sydenham, this was only the expression of the firm hold
which the Chinese had on this basic form of scientific activity. Perhaps the view
of science which I am criticizing rests partially on too great a preoccupation with
astronomy, and too little with biology, mineralogy and chemistry.

Then as to apparatus. That the Hellenistic Greeks were capable of producing
highly complicated scientific instruments is shown by the anti-Kythera comput-
ing machine, but this is a very rare, indeed a unique example. It would be fairer
to admit that throughout the first fifteen centuries of our era Chinese instrument-
making was generally ahead, and (as in such instances as the seismograph and
the mechanical clock) often much ahead, of anything that Europe could show.
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Actually the invention of clockwork was directly connected with the very ab-
sence of planetary models in Chinese thinking, for while on ecliptic co_ordinates
no real body ever moves, declination circles are tracks of trueiotion, and the
equatorial-polar system was a direcr invitation to construct planetaria mechani_
cally rotated. So, too, modem posirional asrronomy employi not rhe ecliptic co_
ordinates of the Greeks but the equatorial ones of the Chinese. Nor need we
confine ourselves to the astronomical sciences here, for a wealth of advanced
techniques is to be found in those alchemical treatises of which the Tao Tsang is
ruu.

Surely, again, observation, accurate and untiring, is one of the foundation_
stones of science. What records from an antique cuitu.e u." of viral interest to
radio-astronomers today? Nothing from Greece, only the nova, comet and me_
teor lists of China's star-clerks. They it was who first established (by the seventh
century A.D. at least) the constant rule ychhang tst) that rhe rails o[ comets point
away from the sun. Renaissance astronomers who quarrelled so much among
th€mselves about the priority of the study of sun_spots mighr have been some_
what abashed if they had known that these had been observed since rhe firsr
century B.c. in China, and not only observed but recorded in documents reliablv
handed down. When Kepler penned his New year letter on the hexagonal form of
snowflake crystals in a.o. 16ll he did nor know rhar his conremforary Hsieh
Tsai-Hang was puzzling overjust the same thing, nor, however, as a new idea but
as a fact which had been known and discussed since the original discovery re-
ported by Han Ying in the second century t.c. When we look for the original root
of the cloud-seeding process in the comparison of snow-flake crystals with those
ofvarious salts and minerals, we find it not in the eighteenth_century a.o. expe.r_
ments of Wilcke but in rhe acure observation of Chu Hsi in the twelfth ceniurv
e.o. Thus it will surely be apparent that if God could geometrize so could rhe Tao,
and the Europeans were not the only men who couldirace its operations in forms
both living and nonJiving. Finally if an example is needed from the biological
sciences, let us remember the brilliant empirical discovery of deficiency diseases
clearly stated by the physician Hu Ssu-Hui in the fourteenth cenrury A.D.

. Degree ofaccuracy in observation is also relevant. lndeed it is a vital feature,
tor it springs from thar preoccuparion with quantitative measurement which is
one of the mosr essential hallmarks of true science. The old astronomical lists
gave stellar positions in measured degrees, of course, the hydraulic engrneers
were recording precisely the silt-content of rivers in the first century a.c., and thepnarmacists early developed rheir systems of dosages, but another example, less

:l:-Y","'t more striking. Of the dial-and_poinrer readings which make up somuth ot modem science, a search throughout the medieval world between theeighth and the fourteenth centuries A.D. would reveal instruments capable of
Siving them only in China. I refer ro the needles of the magnetic compasses usednG bl Seomancers,.then (ar leasr a century before furopi) by the sea,captains.

:Y.t:,,: " 
remarkable facr 1as. we have see n) rhar rhe thinese were worrying

dDout the cause of magneric declination for a considerable time before Europeani
Knew even of magnetic directiviry. lndeed the geomantic compass in its final
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form embodies two additional rings of points, one staggered 7Vr" east and the
other 7'lr" west-rhese represent the remains of observations of declination,
eastwards before about e.o. I00O and westwards thereafter. We have reason to
believe that this disturbing discovery was first made some time in the ninth or
tenth centuries A.D., and it could never have been made if the observers had not
been marking with extraordinary accuracy-and honesty-the ,,true path,'of
the needle. lt is even legitimate to compare this feat in principle with rhe discov-
ery of the inert or noble gases so long afterwards by Rayleigtrand Ramsay, resid_
ual bubbles which others had put down to experimental error or simply
neglected. The honesty deserves emphasis also, for it was not shown so cleailv
when Europeans came up against the same phenomenon four or five centuries
later. Or one might say rhat they had a greater tolerance of error, being content
with "rhere or rhereabouts." The history of magnetic declination in the West has
been obscured by the fact thar the compass-makers ,,fiddled,' 

the instrumenr by
fixing a card askew ro make it read right, and little or norhinq was written about
the mafter till the sixteenth cenrury A.D. Similarly, Robert Norman used to ,,fid_

dle" his compasses to make the needles lie horizontally, until one day he lost his
temper and really looked into the trouble, so rediscovering.,dip', or inclination.

Perhaps the greatesr objection to the atrempr of the Hellenizers to save Euro_
pean superiority is the fact that the Greeks were not really exDerimenrers. Con_
trolled ,experimentation is surely rhe grearesr methodologicai discovery of the
scientific revolution of the Renaissance, and it has nevir been convincingly
shown thar any earlier group of Westerners fully understood it. I do not propose
to claim rhis honour for the medieval Chinese either, but they came iust as near rt
theoretically, and in pracrice often wenr beyond European achievements. Al_
though the ceramics technologists of China undoubtedly paid great artentron to
their temperatures and to the oxidizing-reducing atmosthere; of their kilns, I
shall not return to this here, for the Hellenizers would no doubt include the
immortal products of the Sung potters in that "background noise of low technol_
ogy" which was all that non-European cultures could attain. I pre[er, then, to
take other examples: Tu Wan's labelling of fossil brachiopods (,,srone swallows,,)
to demonstrare that if they ever flew through the air it was only to drop down by
process of weathering, or the long succession of pharmaceutical expenments on
animals carried out by the alchemists from Ko Hung to Chhen Chih_Hsii, or the
many trials made by the acoustics experts on the resonance phenomena of bells
and strings, or the systematic strengrh-o[-material tests whici intemal evidence
shows must have been undertaken before the long beam bridges across the
Fukienese estuaries could have been constructed. Ii it possible io believe that
apparatus so complex as that of the water-wheel linkwork escapement clocks, or
indeed much of the textile machinery, could ever have been devised without lons
periods of workshop experimentarion? The fact thar written records of ir havi
not come down to us is only what we should expecr in a medieval literary cul_
ture. The fact that none of it was carried out on isolated and simplified objects,
such as balls rolling down inclined planes, is again only what was characteristic
of pre-Renaissance practice everywhere.
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I do not say that the Greek praeparatio evangelica was not an essential part of
the background ofmodem science. What I do want to say is that modem exact and

natural science is something much Sreater and wider than Euclidean geometry and
ptolemaic mathematical astronomy; more fivers than those have emptied into its
sea. For anyone who is a mathematician and a physicist, perhaps a Canesian, this

may not be welcome; but I myself am professionally a biologist and a chemist,

more rhan half a Baconian, and I therefore do not think that what constituted the

spearhead of the Galilean break-through constitutes the whole of science. What
happened to crystallize the mathematization of experimental hypotheses when the

social conditions were favourable does not exhaust the essence. lf mechanics was

the primary science, it was primus inter pares. lf physics celestial and terrestrial
has the battle-honours of the Renaissance, it is not to be confused with the whole
army of science, which has many brave regiments besides.

"The spearhead, but not the whole, of science." [n pondering over a better
way of representing the situation, it occurred to me rhar we ought perhaps to
make a clearer distinction between factors which were concemed in the direct
historical genesis of modem science, and factors which fell into place later after
the Galilean break-through. We shall also have to distinguish more clearly be-
tween science and technology. Suppose we erect a classification of four pigeon-
holes, science vertically on the left and technology vertically on the right, and let
the upper boxes represent direct historical genesis while rhe lovr'er ones repre-
sent subsequent reinforcement. Then taking rhe upper left-hand compartment
first, the contribution of the Greeks will have the greatest share, for Euclidean
deductive geometry and Ptolemaic asrronomy, with all that they imply, were
undoubtedly the Iargest factor in the birth of the "new, or experimental, sci-
ence"-in so far as any antecedents played a part at all, for we must not under-
value its basic originality. ln spite of Ptolemy and Archimedes, the occidental
ancients did not, as a whole, experimenr. But Asian contributions will not be
absent from this compartment, for not only must we leave a place for algebra and
the basic numerational and computational techniques, we must not forget the
significance of magnetism, and knowledge of this realm of phenomena had been
built up exclusively in the Chinese culture-area, which thus powerfully influ-
enced Europe through Gilbert and Kepler. Here one remembers also the adoption
of the Chinese equatorial co-ordinates by Tycho. Bur the Greeks pr€dominate. ln
the upper right-hand compartment rhe siruation is entirely different, for in'tech-
nology Asian influences in and before the Renaissance (especially Chinese) were
legion-l need mention only the efficient horse-harnesses, the technology of iron
and steel, the inventions of gunpowder and paper, the escapemenr of rhe me-
chanical clock, and basic engineering devices such as the driving-belt, the chain-
drive, and the standard method of converting rotary to rectilinear motion, to-
Sether with nautical techniques such as the leeboard and the stem-post rudder.
Alexandria also ran.

The lower compartments will now be available to take achievements of the
Asian cultures which, though not genetically connected with the first rise of mod-
em science yet deserve all praise; they may or may not be directly genetically
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related to rheir corresponding developments in post-Renaissance modem sci_
ence. A case of direct influence could be found in rhe Chinese doctrine of infinite
€mpty space instead of solid crystalline celestial spheres, but it did nor oDerate
until after Galileo's time. Cases of later incorporation would be the devetopment
of undulatory theory in eighteenth-century A.D. physics, which immensely elabo_
rated characteristically Chinese ideas wirhout directly building on them, or the
use of ancient and medieval Chinese records by radio-astronomers. So also, if
atomism, not mathematics, proved ro be the soul of chemistry, which found itself
so much larer than physics, this elaborared Indian and Arabic ideas of ereat sub_
tle^ty without knowingly basing itself thereon. A good case of the abserrce o[ any
influence would be the seismograph as used in China from rhe second to the
seyenth centuries a.o.; though an outstanding achievement, it was almost cer-
tainly unknown to any of the scientific men who developed seismographs in
post-Renaissance Europe. Chinese biological and pathological classificition sys-
tems occupy rhe same position; they were clearly unknown to Linnaeus and
Sydenham, but none the less worthy of study, for only by drawing up the
balance-sheet in full shall we ever ascertain what each civiiizaiion contributed to
human advancement. lt is not legirimare ro require of every scientific or techno_
logical activity that it should have conrributed ro the advancemenr of the Euro-
pean culture-area. What happened in orher civilizations is entirely worth
studying for its own sake. Must rhe history ofscience be written solely in terms ol
one continuous thread oflinked influences? ls there not an ideal history ofhuman
thought and knowledge of nature, in which every effort can find its place, irre_
spective of what influences it received or handed on? Modem universal science
and the history and philosophy of universal science will embrace all in the end.

It only remains to consider the contents of the right-hand lower compart_
ment. Here we have to rhink of technical inventions which only became incorpo_
rated, whether or not by re-invention, into the corpus of modem technology aiter
the Renaissance period. A case in point might be the paddle_wheel boat, bur it is
uncertain, for we do not know whether the frrst European successes were based
on a Byzantine idea never executed, or on a vast fund of practical Chinese
achievement during the preceding millennium. A berrer case would be the differ-
ential gear, for though present in the south-pointing carriage of ancient China, it
mrst almost certainly have arisen again independently in Europe. So also the
Chinese methods of steel-making by the co-fusion pio."r, und by the direct
oxygenarion of cast iron, though of grear seniority to rhe siderurgy o[ Europe,
were not able to exert any influence upon it, if indeed they did.;hich is srill
uncertain, unril long afrer the Renaissance. Similarly it might be unwrse to con_
nect too closely the crucible steel of Huntsman with thar of the ase_old lndian
wootz proce5s

ln all this I have tried to offer an opinio conciliatrix in friendly fashion to
those who may have been shocked by the objective attitude which I always seek
to adopt in weighing European claims. If we think out the matter as I suggest, we
may feel greater need for recognizing several kinds of values; the value of that
which helped directly to effect the Galilean break-through, the value of that
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which became incorporated in modem science later on, and last but not least, the
value of that residue which yet renders other civilizations no less worthy of study

and admiration than EuroPe,

The erroneous perspective which I am criticizing can be seen particularly

well in the use of the possessive plural personal pronoun. Some Western histori-

ans of science constantly speak of "our modem culture" and "our high civiliza-

rion" 0 italicize). The Edge oJ Objectivit) reveals €ven more clearly the mood in
which they approach the comparative study of men's efforts to understand and

control the natural world.

Anxious though our moments are, today is not the final test of wisdom among
sratesmen or virtue among peoples. The hard trial will begin when the instru-
ments ofpower created by the West come fully into the hands of men not ofthe
West, formed in cultures and religions which leave them quite devoid of the
Vy'estem sense of some ultimate responsibility to man in history. The secular
legacy of Christianity still restrains our world in some slight measure, however
self-righteous it may have become on one side and however vestigial on the

other. Men of other traditions can and do appropriate oul science and technol-
ogy, but not our history or values. And what will the day hold when China
wields the bomb? And Egypt? Will Aurora light a rosy-fingered dawn ou of the
East? Or Nemesis?

This is certainly very near the edge. lt would induce in the reader a lamenta-
ble and unworthy attitude of mind in which fear would jostle its counterpart,
possessiveness. Surely it would be better to admit that men of the Asian cultures
also helped to lay the foundations of mathematics and all the sciences in their
medieval forms, and hence to set the stage for the decisive break-through which
came about in the favourable social and economic milieu of the Renarssance.

Surely it would be better to give more attention to the history and values of these

non-European civilizations, in actual fact no less exalted and inspiring than our
own. Then let us give up that intellectual pride which boasts that "we are the
people, and wisdom was born with us." Let us take pride enough in the undeni-
able historical fact that modert science was born in Europe and only in Europe,
but let us not claim thereby a perpetual patent thereon. For what was bom in the
time of Galileo was a universal palladium, the salutary enlightenment of all men
without distinction ofrace, colour, faith or homeland, wherein all can qualify and
all participate. Modem universal science, yes; Western science, nol
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